
Calculating assets in GIS systems makes the continuation of assets very 
easy to manage and is an excellent way of of ensuring the tracibility.
With the accounting module from Smallcases Software GmbH, you 
have at your fingertips an outstanding spatial asset management tool. 
It efficiently records and performs your space-oriented accounting 
transactions, producing a traceable financial statement. It can be used 
in conjunction with the thematic cards to memorably illustrate the 
development of your portfolio.

The accounting module from Smallcases Software GmbH allows you to 
intuitively manage and record your assets and accounting data from a 
range of GIS systems. This makes it very easy to comprehensively do-
cument road maintenance or renewal activities. The asset accounting 
module currently supports the GIS systems Smallworld GIS, Esri and the 
freely available GIS software UDig. Directly combining the spatial data 
with the accounting figures makes it possible to trace and check the 
relationship between the assets and their accounting data in the most 
straightforward manner at all times, with all the accounting figures for an 
object accessible at the click of a mouse.
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GIS accounting module
Asset calculation with Smallcases

Street renewal in Smallworld GIS

 
Features

    Calculation of book values according 
to area ratio

    Automated generation of book  
sequences for complex operations

    Informal interim financial statements 
for any subsets of your assets

    Dynamic illustration based on book 
values

    Logging of all accounting processes

Customer benefits

     Visualisation of an asset 
    Straightforward traceability of  
accounting processes

     Simultaneous data view of asset  
and accounting figures

    Go-to-asset and go-to-posting  
function



Because the asset data is managed in separate tables, the module can also be used with specialist 
systems other than road management ones, such as systems for managing real estate, green spaces 
and play areas, without the need for any major modifications.
A user-friendly transaction dialogue automates the recording of all accounting processes. For examp-
le, using only a polyline on a map showing the partial renewal of a road space, the system will auto-
matically calculate the new space, its acquisition expenses, depreciation values, net book value and 
special depreciation for the existing and then separated spaces on the basis of the area marked off. 
In a non-spatial system, it would be necessary to calculate a large number of individual items (and, by 
extension, spaces) manually and then post them. 

The transaction dialogue offers all the necessary practical features:

   Automated generation of assets, additions, (partial) disposals, credit notes,  
sales transactions and numerous other transactions.

  Logging of all operations for asset-relevant objects to support audit activities. 
   Assets can be consolidated, shared out or separated in proportion to their geometry.  
The relevant total value posted is automatically converted into the asset in question in  
proportion to its area. All the necessary posting operations are generated and entered  
by the system. This represents a clear advantage over the classic method of accounting  
management with non-spatial systems.

  Automated accounting of the assets on the balance sheet date.
   Dynamic calculation of assets for any date in the past or the future, with a whole range  
of options for displaying the affected areas (e.g. shading according to net book value/m²,  
see diagram).

    Configuration of extensive access rights (based on system-specific authorisation options).

Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us; we‘d be happy to advise you.
Bertram Stoll  |  Tel. +49 (0)761 881 756 17  |  bertram.stoll@smallcases.de

Christoph Herderich  |  Tel. +49 (0)761 881 756 20  |  christoph.herderich@smallcases.de

Smallcases Software GmbH  |  Wentzingerstr. 23  |  79106 Freiburg  |  Tel. +49 (0)761 881 75 60  |  info@smallcases.de
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Shading to indicate net book value at given timeSAP-GIS GUI Integration 
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